map b : hom f (K; L) ! hom f ( K; L) of -algebras, which (3.6) is an isomorphism whenever K has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres of dimensions 1. Our main result is a generalization of this fact. Let hom 1 ! E 0; 2 = hom f ( K; L) coincides with the above mentioned map b. (2) In view of 4.3, this spectral sequence converges strongly to hom f (K; L) if L has only a nite number of non-trivial homotopy groups or if the -algebra K has nite cohomological dimension in the sense of 4.1.
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Examples of pointed connected CW complexes with a homotopy -algebra of nite cohomological dimension are ( 2] We start with a brief review of the notion of a -algebra, which involves a \category of homotopy operations" which is slightly di erent from, although equivalent to, the one of 4].
2.1
The category of homotopy operations. This will be the category which has as objects the pointed CW complexes with the homotopy type of a nite wedge of spheres of dimensions 1 and which has as maps the homotopy classes of (pointed) maps between them. Note that (1) the category is pointed and has nite coproducts (i.e. nite wedges) but not products, and (2) the category comes with a smash functor i : ! which sends an object (U; V ) 2 to the object
and which preserves coproducts in each variable, i.e., the functors (U^{) : ! and ({^V ) : ! send coproducts to coproducts.
Using the category we now de ne 2.2 -algebras. Let Sets denote the category of pointed sets. A -algebra then can be de ned as a contravariant functor ! Sets which sends coproducts to products, and a map of -algebras as a natural transformation between two such functors. The resulting category of -algebras will be denoted {al.
This de nition implies that, for every object X 2 {al (1) X = , where denotes the point in both categories and Sets , and (2) the values of X on the objects of are, up to isomorphism, determined by the values of X on the spheres S n , (n 1). These values will be denoted by X n .
In view of Hilton's analysis of the homotopy groups of wedges of spheres 5, XI] one can thus consider a -algebra X as a ( 1)-graded group fX n g 1 n=1 , with X n abelian for n > 1, together with Whitehead product homomorphisms {; {] : X p X q ! X p+q?1 (p; q 1) and composition functors ({) : X p ! X r ( 2 r S p ; 1 < p < r)
which satisfy all the identities that hold for the Whitehead product and composition operations on the higher homotopy groups of pointed topological spaces, and a left action of X 1 on the X n (n > 1) which commutes with these operations.
An obvious example of a -algebra is thus provided by 2.3 The homotopy -algebra of a pointed topological space. Given a pointed topological space M, the functor ! Sets which sends an object U 2 to the set of homotopy classes of (pointed) maps U ! M is easily seen to be a -algebra. Since (2.2) this -algebra is completely determined by the homotopy groups n M (n 1) and the action of the (primary) homotopy operations on them, we often denote this -algebra by M.
Next we de ne 2.4 Abelian -algebras. A -algebra X will be called abelian if there exists a \multiplication map" X X ! X 2 {al which turns X into an abelian group object in {al. For every integer n 1, the restriction (X X) n = X n X n ! X n then is the multiplication map for X n and hence (2.2) the original multiplication map on X, if it exists at all, is unique. A straightforward calculation now yields that a -algebra X is abelian i
(1) X 1 is abelian and acts trivially on the X n , (n 1), 
Using this natural action we now construct 3.4 Function -algebras. For a map t : X ! Y 2 {al let hom t (X; Y ) : ! Sets be the functor which sends an object U 2 to the set of the maps X ! Y U + 2 {al (3.3) whose composition with j is t, pointed by the map q t.
Then it is not di cult to verify that hom t (X; Y ) is an abelian -algebra. If t is the trivial map, this construction clearly reduces to the one of 2.6.
As before (2.7) these function -algebras are related to We end with remarking that the notion of nite cohomological dimension of a -algebra can be reduced to the same such notion for a simplicial ring. This follows readily from the next proposition (4.4) and the fact that 2, x8], at least in positive dimensions, the Quillen cohomology of a -algebra X with local coe cients in a strongly (2.3) abelian -algebra is, apart from a shift in dimension, just ordinary cohomology of the simplicial ring EF X obtained by applying the enveloping ring functor E 2, x3] to the standard free simplicial resolution 2, x2] F X of X. The desired result now follows by applying 4.2 once again and noting that Quillen cohomology commutes with products.
